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QUIETROOM - 30dB Soundproof Booths 

 
 
• Available in 12 standard sizes 

• Comes complete with passive ventilation for totally silent air 

control. 

• Vision panel, door and lock rated to a 30dB. 

• Overall booth sound insulation of 34dB. 

• Complete with internal lighting and cable passages 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION DETAIL CAN BE  FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE 

SOUNDPROOFING 

Key Benefits 

Description 

The panels of QuietRoom Booths are 50mm thick with the exterior powder coated steel in white for a du-

rable, long lasting finish. Internally they have a ceiling height of 2.2m and externally 2.25m high. The in-

ternal skin is made equally as tough but with a perforated surface covering sound absorbing mineral wool 

that will help absorb sound reflections within the booth making them ideal for recordings or meetings 

where privacy is important. These internal faces are easy to keep clean and because they are sound ab-

sorbing, do not require any additional acoustic treatment unless bass noise sound absorption is required. 

The booths also include a lockable aluminium sound-

proofed door (seen left) with a vision panel that can give 

vision through the door for safety. 

 

Also included is a passive, noiseless ventilation system 

(Seen right) to enable a more comfortable working envi-

ronment. The larger soundproofed booths include vision 

panels to allow more light into the room. Unlike other 

acoustic sound havens or booths, these are light and 

airy and unlikely to create the      claustrophobic feeling 

many enclosed spaces can give. 

These soundproofed QuietRoom booths are easy to install and take apart should it be necessary to move 

them to a new location and are assembled using special profiles for airtight seals on joints and self-tapping 

screws that are provided with each booth. Also provided are full assembly instructions. Click the link on the 

right hand side of this page to access the technical specs. 

Each acoustic booth will have electric lighting and a sound resistant cable pas-

sage to allow cabling to enter the booth from outside (Left). If electrical fittings 

are not required we can also supply the booths without them at a reduced price 

but electrical fittings not supplied as part of the kit must be installed by experi-

enced electricians. Bespoke acoustic enclosures using the same modular panels 

can also be supplied. Call us for a quote. 

The following are also available if you wish to tailor the acoustic booths to your individual re-

quirements. 

Floor Isolation Pack to reduce the possibility of flanking noise through the floor 

Portability Kit for smaller booths to enable them to be easily moved when required 

Powered Ventilation Kits when more ventilation is required 

Twin Wall upgrade to achieve 55dB of sound insulation Includes Double Door entry system 

Custom made QuietRoom Booths to customers specific dimensions 




